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SCRAPEX ARGENTAX
NO. 46144

CLASSIC AND ROBUST SCRAPER WITH PROTECTIVE CAP.

Order No. 46144.02

Top forming, top form.
It really feels good, the large, rounded handle of the 
SCRAPEX ARGENTAX. But even the performance of this clas-
sic scraper convinces. So you can free all smooth surfaces 
from residue and remains with it - no matter whether at 
work or at home. When you‘re done, push the protective cap 
over the blade, and everything is safe.

Especially ergonomic 
Ergonomics is not the exception with us, but the rule. Even 
a scraper like the SCRAPEX ARGENTAX waits for you with a 
rounded handle, which you would gladly also hold for longer 
in you hand. 
 
Large blade extension 
There is comparatively a lot of blade available for a scraper. 
The advantage: You can reach between the surface and re-
mains of the glue much more easily and can then remove it 
much more easily too. 
 

Flexible to use 
The SCRAPEX ARGENTAX is very suitable for flat scraping 
angles. So you can depend on your scraper even in difficult 
situations. 
 
For right and left 
The SCRAPEX ARGENTAX fits into every hand. No matter 
whether it‘s your right or your left hand. Because the handle 
has been shaped in such a balanced way, that no type of 
handling is preferred or neglected. 
 
Easy blade changing 
And that completely without a tool: you just have to push 
the blade to the side and take it out.
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Optional blade

USAGE

Main cutting materials

PRODUCT FEATURES

Technical features

Installed blade

Tool-less blade change Very abrasion resistant Ergonomic Scraper width

For right and left handers Lanyard hole Protection cap Printable for promotional 
purposes

Self-adhesive label  

NO. 44 
0.30 mm

NO. 144 
0.25 mm, stainless

NO. 60044 
0.30 mm, rounded blade tips

BLADE CHANGE
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PRODUCT AND PACKAGING DETAILS

Order No. NO. 46144.02

Knife size (L x W x H) 165 x 16.7 x 45 mm

Weight knife 81.5 g

Basic material Plastic

Packaging unit 1 in single unit box

Size Single unit box 180 x 20 x 49 mm

Weight single unit box 95.5 g

EAN Code single unit box 4002632906183

Quantity in outer pack 10 scrapers

Size outer pack 108 x 104 x 185 mm

Weight outer pack 1020.0 g

EAN Code outer pack 4002632982507

Customs tariff number 82055980

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

 To ensure that you use your new MARTOR knife safely and 
most effectively, please read and note the following user-in-
structions. Please keep the written guide in a safe place so 
that you can access it at any time. 

1. General application instructions: Please always use the 
product carefully for manual cutting work only and not for 
any purposes other than those that are intended. Please 
take the correct handling and the proper use of the knives 
into account in this regard. As an additional safety measure, 
we recommend the wearing of safe gloves.

2. Special application instructions to avoid the danger of in-
juries: Only use knives that are in perfect condition and have 
sharp, clean and undamaged MARTOR blades. Employ the 
utmost care when handling the knives. Prior to use, famil-
iarise yourself with the safety features and their functioning. 
Ensure that these safety features are not impaired by the 
type of material to be cut. CAUTION: The blade is sharp and 
can result in serious and deep cuts. Therefore, never reach 
into the blade! Do not place your free hand in the line of cut-
ting and never cut directly towards you.

3. Replacement of spare parts: Replace any blades that be-

come dull at the right time! Use only the replacement blades 
from MARTOR for this purpose. Dispose of old blades in a 
proper fashion. They should not be placed in a waste paper 
bin, as this poses a considerable danger of injuries. Never 
perform any repairs yourself. If the knife shows signs of 
aging or any other wear, e.g. which impair safety features, 
blade changing or usage, the knife must be taken out of 
service and replaced. Do not modify this product in any way. 
Modifications of any kind may impair product safety. CAU-
TION: The risk of injury caused by manipulation of this prod-
uct is extremely high.

4. Non-use of the knife: Always secure the blade in such a 
way (depending on product type) that injuries due to cuts 
are excluded. Store the knife in a secure place.

5. Care instructions: To guarantee a long service life, always 
keep the knife clean and do not expose it to unnecessary 
soiling and humidity.

CAUTION: No liability will be assumed for consequential loss-
es. Subject to technical changes and errors! This knife does 
not belong in the hands of children!

SERVICES OFFERED

Consulting service  
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ACCESSORIES

MANUFACTURER

MARTOR KG | Lindgesfeld 28 | 42653 Solingen | Germany 
T +49 212 73870-0 | F +49 212 73870-90 | info@martor.de | www.martor.com

BELT HOLSTER L 
WITH CLIP 
NO. 9922

What do you do with your cutting tools when you are not 
actually using them? The MARTOR BELT HOLSTER L is a robust 
holder that allows you to carry all large MARTOR knives as 
well as our safety scissors at all times. In addition, the interi-
or and exterior pockets are designed to allow you to load dif-
ferent tools: for example you can carry an extra safety knife, 
a pen and a pack of blades. The MARTOR BELT HOLSTER is 
the ideal place to stow your tools safely when moving from A 
to B - and have them at hand, as soon as they are required.

USED BLADE  
CONTAINER 
NO. 9810

You can fill the USED BLADE CONTAINER with the content of 
your SAFEBOX. Or directly with your used blades. When the 
box is full, turn the lid until it shuts. Now the box cannot be 
reopened. The next step is to safely and completely dispose 
of the filled USED BLADE CONTAINER as normal waste.

WALL MOUNT 
BRACKET USED 
BLADE CONTAINER 
NO. 9845

Include it in your order now! With this mounting bracket you 
can fix your USED BLADE CONTAINER to a central location. 
Use the clamp and screws and nuts supplied with the prod-
uct to attach it to either a pipe or a rod.


